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MSA5: Detection Calls
dChip: Filter Genes
Missing Values Imputation
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Answers: “Is the transcript of a particular gene
Present or Absent?”
Absent means that the expression level is
below the threshold of detection. That is, the
expression level is not provably different from
zero.
Advantage: easy to filter and easy to interpret:
we may only want to look at genes whose
transcripts are detectable in a particular
experiment.
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1. A < SD/mean < B
A < SD (for logged data) < B
A gene is variable enough compared to
its mean expression level to contain
interesting information (> A), but not so
variable that nothing can be learned (<
B).
2. Presence call > X%
Narrows genes with a positive presence
call in a certain percentage (> X%) of
the samples.
3. A < Median(SD/Mean) < B
4. Expression level > Y in X%
Since low expression estimates are
sometimes unreliable, we may want to
limit our analysis to genes that are
expressed above some threshold (>Y) in
a certain percentage (X%) of the
samples.
http://www.biostat.harvard.edu/complab/dchip/
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http://www.barleybase.org/filtertut.php

GeneSpring Tutorials

http://www.chem.agilent.com/Scripts/Generic.ASP?lPa
ge=34743&indcol=Y&prodcol=Y

GeneSpring User Manual

http://www.chem.agilent.com/cfusion/faq/faq2.cfm?subs
ection=78&section=20&faq=1118&lang=en
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Missing values imply a loss of information
Many analysis techniques that require complete data matrices:
such as hierarchical clustering, k-means clustering, and self-organizing maps.
May benefit from using more accurately estimated missing values.

Possible Solution
1.

Exclude missing values from subsequent analysis.

2.
3.

Repeat the experiment
Missing values in replicated design.
Expensive.

4.
5.

Adjust dissimilarity measures. (e.g., pairwise deletion.)
Modify clustering methods that can deal with missing values.

6.

Imputation of missing values.

May be of scientific interest !
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Various Reasons

a feature of the robotic apparatus may fail,
a scanner may have insufficient resolution,
simply dust or scratches on the slide (image corruption),
spots with dust particles, irregularities, …

Mathematical transformation

undefined mathematical transformed:
e.g., corrected intensities values that are negative or zero, a subsequent
log-transformation will yield missing values.

Flag

Spots may be flagged as absent or feature not found when nothing is
printed in the location of a spot.

the imaging software cannot detect any fluorescence at the spot,
expression readings that are barely above the background correction,
the expression intensity ratio is undefined: */0, 0/*.

GenePix
Good=100. Bad=-100. Not Found=-50. Absent=-75. unflagged=0.
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It helpful to classify missing values on the basis of the stochastic mechanism that
produces them.
Missing Completely At Random (MCAR)

Missingness is independent of their own unobserved values and the observed data.
Arising from chance events that are unrelated to the nature of the investigation.
e.g., A spot that is obscured accidentally by a dust particle.

Missing At Random (MAR)

Missingness does not depend on their on unobserved value but does dependent on the observed data.

Missing Not At Random (MNAR)

Missingness depend on their own unobserved values.
missingness depdents on the fact that their raw intensity values are zero or small.
e.g., Spots that show no fluorescence or that have undefined log-intensities because their background-corrected
intensities are negative.

The missing values may give clues to systematic aspects of the problem.
If missing values do occur by chance among a set of replicates, the observed members of the set can
stand in for the missing, albeit with some loss of statistical precision.
Imputation: methods rely on the missingness being of the MCAR type.
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Missing log2 transformed data are replaced by zeros or by an average
expression over the row ("row average“).
Row average assumes that the expression of a gene in one of the
experiments is similar to its expression in a different experiment, which is
often not true in microarray experiments.
Main weakness:

it makes no serious attempt to model
the connection of the missing values to
the observed data.
since these methods do not take into
consideration the correlation structure
of the data.
not very effective (Troyanskaya et al,
2001)

Useful: where an initial imputation is
required an iterative imputation
method.
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KNNImpute: a missing value estimation method to minimize data modeling

assumptions and take advantage of the correlation structure of the gene
expression data.
Results are
adequate and
relatively insensitive
to values of k
between 10 and 20.
(Troyanskaya et al,
2001)
Euclidean distance
appeared to be a
sufficiently accurate
norm.

Euclidean distance measure is often sensitive to outliers, which could be
present in microarray data.
Log-transformed data seems to sufficiently reduce the effect of outliers on
genes similarity determination.
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Troyanskaya O, Cantor M, Sherlock G, Brown P, Hastie T,
Tibshirani R, Botstein D, Altman RB. (2001), Missing value
estimation methods for DNA microarrays. Bioinformatics
17(6), 520-525.

Data sets:

Non-Time Series: Gasch et al., (2000):
755 genes, 173 arrays.
Time Series: DeRisi et al., (1997):
6135 genes, 7 arrays.
Noisy Times Series: Spellman et al., (1998):
509 genes, 77 arrays.

Criterions: normalized root mean squared error
(NRMSE)
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